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GREAT BRITAIN WHEELCHAIR RUGBY - OFFICIATING
REFEREE
PATHWAY & OVERVIEW OF AWARDS
PATHWAY TO BECOMING A GBWR REFEREE
Officiating the exciting game of Wheelchair Rugby is not only fun, but it’s also
rewarding. We are always looking for newcomers to officiate the game at all levels.
No previous experience in wheelchair rugby? No problem. Many referees from
able‐bodied sports or other parasports have easily made the switch to “Murderball”.
Referees with experience in basketball, hockey and other sports have found the
transition to rugby to be particularly seamless. Some have come from different
backgrounds, some who are already involved in the sport (players, staff, relatives)
have become competent referees that have travelled around the globe experiencing
the sport at many different levels from club competitions to international
tournaments, including World Championships and Paralympic Games.
We can help you learn to become a referee even if you’ve never blown a whistle
before.
Benefits of refereeing include:
 Flexibility: Because wheelchair rugby does not have to involve a large time
commitment, it’s a great supplement for a referee who concentrates on
another sport. While many countries require referees to work a minimum
number of games, generally referees in Great Britain can devote as much
or as little time as they would like.
 Paid officiating: In GBWR events where you are invited to officiate, you
are entitled to a match fee.
 Free grading: Currently there is no charge for becoming a Level 1, 2 or 3
referee (correct at time of printing).
 Ample opportunities for advancement: Referees can work anywhere
from the recreational level to elite level.
 Travel opportunities: Referees at international level often travel around
the world.
 Getting involved in a sporting family: Wheelchair rugby has a reputation
for being a close‐knit community that supports its members.
So what are you waiting for?
Read on to see the GBWR Referee “Overview of Awards” and how you can get
involved.
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OVERVIEW OF AWARDS (Page 1 of 2)
Competent and qualified referees are an important requirement for wheelchair
rugby games at every level. Referees are trained and assessed through performing
duties during the officiating season.
All candidates will need to be able to communicate visually as well as verbally and
have a good working knowledge of the English language.
See below for the levels of awards.
GBWR Level 1 – Apprentice Referee (Rookie)
This award is an introduction to Wheelchair Rugby refereeing and is aimed at the
pure beginner. It gives an insight into the basic mechanics, violations and fouls that
need to be administrated when refereeing a Wheelchair Rugby game.
A GBWR Level 1 referee is qualified to officiate at lower GBWR division level events,
competitions and matches. Experienced Level 1 referees may be considered to
officiate in the Bernd Best Tournament at the Basic League level or other
competitions at a similar level.
GBWR Level 2 – National Referee
This award is for referees who have a good understanding of the rules, procedures
and duties in a Wheelchair Rugby match.
A GBWR Level 2 referee is qualified to officiate at lower GBWR division level events,
competitions and matches. Experienced Level 2 referees may be appointed to
selected higher GBWR division level matches. Consideration may be given to
candidates wishing to attend the Bernd Best Tournament officiating up to the
Advanced League level or other competitions at a similar level.
GBWR Level 3 – Advanced Referee
This award is for experienced referees who show commitment to GBWR officiating
and are working towards achieving their Level 4 – International Wheelchair Rugby
Federation (IWRF) European Zone certification award.
A GBWR Level 3 referee is qualified to officiate at higher GBWR division level
competitions, events and matches. Consideration will be given to candidates wishing
to attend the Bernd Best Tournament officiating up to Professional League level or
other competitions at a similar level.
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OVERVIEW OF AWARDS (Page 2 of 2)
GBWR Level 4 – IWRF International Referee – Zone (Europe)
This GBWR refereeing award is given to the official who regularly officiates at the
highest level of the sport and has achieved their International Wheelchair Rugby
Foundation (IWRF) European Zone certification by successfully meeting the criteria,
attending an advanced clinic and passing the assessment set out by the IWRF.
International candidates are expected to attain a very high level of professionalism,
practical performance and theoretical knowledge.
Experienced Level 4 referees are qualified to officiate at any level of GBWR
competition including international matches/tournaments within their Zone, are
used to help with the development of other officials who are new to the sport and
are frequently considered to officiate abroad.
GBWR Level 5 – IWRF International Referee - World
The GBWR Level 5 refereeing award is given to referees who have achieved their
International Wheelchair Rugby Foundation (IWRF) World International certification
by successfully meeting the criteria set out by the IWRF, have become experienced
internationally and can now referee at a World Championship or Paralympic Games.
Level 5 is the highest rank a GBWR official can achieve so expectations of a referee
that has this award are great. They are expected to maintain professional standards
at all times both on and off the court, whilst supporting GBWR officials in their own
personal development and providing advice and feedback where appropriate.
If you are interested in becoming a GBWR Referee, for more information see table:
“Great Britain Wheelchair Rugby Refereeing Awards”
or contact the GBWR Head of Officiating at:
brian.ward@gbwr.org.uk
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GREAT BRITAIN WHEELCHAIR RUGBY - REFEREEING AWARDS





















GRADE
AWARD
ENRTY REQUIREMENTS
None (Experience as a referee is an
advantage but not essential).

GRADE
AWARD
ENRTY REQUIREMENTS
Previously achieved Level 1 –
Apprentice Referee award.
Previously attended “Level 2 –
National Referee Course”.
Able to referee competently
demonstrating appropriate IWRF
signals and court mechanics to a
reasonable standard.
GRADE
AWARD
ENRTY REQUIREMENTS
Previously achieved Level 2 –
National Referee award.
Previously attended “Level 3 –
Advanced Referee Course”.
Able to referee competently and
effectively,
demonstrating
appropriate IWRF signals and court
mechanics to a good standard.
Commitment to officiate in GBWR
events/competitions.
GRADE
AWARD
ENRTY REQUIREMENTS
Previously achieved Level 3 –
Advanced Referee award.
Able to referee competently and
effectively,
demonstrating
appropriate IWRF signals and court
mechanics to an excellent standard.
Commitment to officiate in all GBWR
events/competitions.
Nomination for certification made to
IWRF / European Head Official by
GBWR Head of Officiating.
GRADE
AWARD
ENRTY REQUIREMENTS
Invitation by IWRF to officiate at a
sanctioned
World
/
Zone
Championship event.

Level 1
Apprentice Referee (Rookie)
ASSESSMENT
NOTES
 Shadowing / observation of a  Able to officiate at lower GBWR
GBWR Level 3, Level 4 or Level 5
division level competitions /
referee.
matches and considered for Bernd
Best Tournament Basic League or
 Officiate in 3 competitive matches
other competitions at a similar
completing “Level 1 – Referee
level (after gaining sufficient
Evidence Form” with an approved
experience).
Level 2 referee or above.
 Observation / approval by GBWR
Head of Officiating.
Level 2
National Referee
ASSESSMENT
NOTES
 Officiate in 3 competitive matches  Able to officiate at lower GBWR
completing “Level 2 – Referee
division level competitions /
Evidence Form” with a Level 3
matches, selected higher GBWR
referee or above.
division
level
competitions/matches and up to
 Observation / approval by GBWR
Bernd Best Tournament Advanced
Head of Officiating.
League or other competitions at a
similar level.











Level 3
Advanced Referee
ASSESSMENT
NOTES
Officiate in 3 competitive matches  Able to officiate at Division 1 level
completing “Level 3 – Referee
competitions / matches and up to
Evidence Form” with a Level 4
Bernd Best Professional League or
referee or above.
other competitions at a similar
level.
GBWR Level 3 Refereeing exam –
Achieve 75% overall.
 Considered to officiate in other
domestic
/
European
club
Observation / approval by GBWR
competitions and the possibility of
Head of Officiating.
attending GB training camps.
Evidence of being able to pass the
IWRF Fitness test.
Level 4
IWRF International Referee - Zone (Europe)
ASSESSMENT
NOTES
IWRF criteria:
 Able to officiate in any competition
o Fitness test
/ match in the European Zone and
o Rules exam – Achieve 80%
in any league at the Bernd Best
o Floor test - Approval by IWRF
Tournament
or
other
observer at a sanctioned
competitions at a similar level.
Championships / event.
 Frequently considered to officiate
abroad.

Level 5
IWRF International Referee - World
ASSESSMENT
NOTES
IWRF criteria:
 Able
to
officiate
o Floor test - Approval by IWRF
competition/match.
observer at a sanctioned
World / Zone Championship
event.

in

any

NOTE: GBWR referees are required to communicate visually as well as verbally whilst having a
good working knowledge of the English Language.
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OFFICIATING - REFEREE
GBWR LEVEL 1 AWARD
“Apprentice Referee (Rookie)”
CRITERIA (Page 1 of 2)
This award is an introduction to Wheelchair Rugby refereeing and is aimed at the pure beginner. It
gives an insight into the basic mechanics, violations and fouls that need to be administrated when
refereeing a Wheelchair Rugby game.
A GBWR Level 1 referee is qualified to officiate at lower GBWR division level events, competitions
and matches. Experienced Level 1 referees may be considered to officiate in the Bernd Best
Tournament at the Basic League level or other competitions at a similar level.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
There are no entry requirements for the Level 1 Award. This award is designed to:
 Encourage involvement in refereeing.
 Educate coaches, team staff, parents, partners & spectators to gain a fundamental
understanding of the basic rules and the role of the referee.
We will attempt to make the rules of Wheelchair Rugby as simple as possible to both understand
and administer. Therefore, this award scheme has been designed to deliver a basic level of
officiating.
COURSE CONTENT
Candidates are required to attend an officiating workshop where they will learn that GBWR Level 1
refereeing has two basic requirements essential to the process of “blowing your whistle”:
 Refereeing mechanics - enabling you to be at the right place around the court to
view the play and make a call.
 Refereeing technique - is the application of the laws of the game, and will help the
game be played according to the rules ensuring clarification of foul calls and
violations.
ASSESSMENT
The Level 1 candidate is required to shadow an approved GBWR Level 3 referee or above and
complete 3 regulation games without assistance under the assessment of an approved Level 2
referee or above, or the GBWR Head of Officiating, within 1 year of becoming a candidate.
Records of the completed games are to be maintained on the “Level 1 - Record of Game
Assessment” form. This form contains details of the match and would require the signature of the
assessor / observer with additional comments. Once the specific number of games has been
completed and recorded, the form should be submitted to the Head of Officiating to be approved
and verified.
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CRITERIA (Page 2 of 2)
CERTIFICATION
ON

GBWR members will receive certificates once Great Britain Wheelchair Rugby has received
confirmation that the candidate has successfully completed the required number of games and
met the appropriate criteria detailed in this manual.
LICENCE & INSURANCE
For insurance purposes, in order to officiate a game of Wheelchair Rugby within Great Britain,
candidates are required to be registered as an official within their GBWR membership.
Competitions refereed must be affiliated to Great Britain Wheelchair Rugby for the insurance to
be valid.
Active referees who officiate in a competitive match should keep a log of their games as proof of
their experience. This will assist their application when aspiring to a higher level.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES (Page 1 of 2)
UNIT 1: GAME ADMINISTRATION
A GBWR Level 1 referee should demonstrate a general understanding of the administrative
duties before, during and after the game.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 1 Referee
Award will be aware of administrative duties:
1.1 Before a game.
1.2 During the running of the game.
1.3 After the game.
UNIT 2: MECHANICS
A GBWR Level 1 referee should demonstrate general understanding of the correct positions and
court coverage for officiating mechanics.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 1 Referee
Award will:
2.1 Have a general understanding of areas of responsibility of the lead and trail
positions.
2.2 Use the whistle.
2.3 Know the appropriate International Wheelchair Rugby Federation (IWRF)
officiating signals.
UNIT 3: VIOLATIONS
A GBWR Level 1 referee should demonstrate a general understanding of the rules surrounding
all violations and be able to penalise the player/team accordingly.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 1 Referee
Award will:
3.1 Be able to recognise violations relating to out of bounds and the ball returning to

the back court.
3.2 Know the rules regarding timing restrictions and be able to recognise violations

of these rules.
3.3 Be able to recognise most other violations.

UNIT 4: CONTACT / FOULS
A GBWR Level 1 referee should demonstrate a general understanding of contact and foul
situations.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 1 Referee
Award will:
4.1 Be able to identify what type of contact has occurred.
4.2 Be able to recognise what contact constitutes a foul.
4.3 Be able to understand what constitutes an unsportsmanlike or disqualifying foul.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES (Page 2 of 2)
UNIT 5: INFRACTIONS, PENALTIES AND SPECIAL SITUATIONS
A GBWR Level 1 referee should demonstrate a general understanding of the rules, procedures
and penalties.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 1 Referee
Award will be able to understand the basic rules concerning:
5.1 Ball alive, ball dead and team control.
5.2 Player penalties.
UNIT 6: COMMU
UNIT 6: COMMUNICATION AND MAN MANAGEMENT
A GBWR Level 1 referee should be able to officiate a game of wheelchair rugby using inter
personal skills.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 1 Referee
Award will:
6.1 Be capable of verbally expressing what decisions have been made to players,
coaches and table officials.
UNIT 7: OFFICIATING IN GENERAL
A GBWR Level 1 referee should demonstrate a general understanding surrounding the
participants and the equipment that is used in wheelchair rugby.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 1 Referee
Award will:
7.1 Know the difference between high point classification players and low point
classification players.
7.2 Know the difference between offensive chairs and defensive chairs.
END OF CRITERIA & LEARNING OUTCOMES
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GREAT BRITAIN
WHEELCHAIR RUGBY
REFEREE LEVEL 1 AWARD
RECORD OF GAME ASSESSMENT
A candidate who wishes to achieve the LEVEL 1 – NATIONAL REFEREE award is required to
referee 3 regulatory games of Wheelchair Rugby at a GBWR event.
You are required to obtain the signatures of your co-officials who should be qualified at Level 2
or above and is a member of Great Britain Wheelchair Rugby. The co-official for these games
should be made aware that an assessment is required from them before the start of the game.
A game that is graded “Unsatisfactory” will result in failure of this practical assessment.
Having satisfactorily completed the 3 games, the candidate should forward this Record Sheet
to the Head of Officiating for processing.
Candidate’s Name:
Address:
D.o.B.
Email Address:

Post Code:
Tel (M):

Tel (H):

Assessor (Co-official / Observer):
Signature:
GBWR Competition:
Team A:
Vs. Team B:
Comments:
Game 1

Assessment Grading:

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Level:
Date:

Good

Assessor (Co-official / Observer):
Signature:
GBWR Competition:
Team A:
Vs. Team B:
Comments:
Game 2

Assessment Grading:

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Level:
Date:

Good

Assessor (Co-official / Observer):
Signature:
GBWR Competition:
Team A:
Vs. Team B:
Comments:
Game 3

Assessment Grading:

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Very Good

Very Good

Level:
Date:

Good

Very Good

Please complete and return this form to Brian Ward – GBWR Head of Officiating
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OFFICIATING - REFEREE
GBWR LEVEL 2 AWARD
“National Referee”
CRITERIA
This award is for referees who have a good understanding of the rules, procedures and duties in a
Wheelchair Rugby match.
A GBWR Level 2 referee is qualified to officiate at lower GBWR division level events, competitions
and matches. Experienced Level 2 referees may be appointed to selected higher GBWR division
level matches. Consideration may be given to candidates wishing attend the Bernd Best
Tournament officiating up to the Advanced League level or other competitions at a similar level.
The candidate will need to be able to communicate visually as well as verbally and have a good
working knowledge of the English language.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Level 2 applicants must have been qualified as a Level 1 Referee for at least 12 months completing
the necessary number of games and can prove that they have gained the appropriate experience
in this time.
COURSE CONTENTS
The GBWR Level 2 candidate is required to attend a “Level 2 – National Referee Course” and
complete 3 regulation games under the assessment of a GBWR Level 3 referee or above, within 2
years of becoming a candidate. A record of the completed games is to be maintained on the “Level
2 - Record of Game Assessment” form. This form contains details of the match and would require
the signature of the observer with additional comments. This form should then be submitted to
the Head of Officiating to be approved and verified.
CERTIFICATI

CERTIFICATION
ON

GBWR members will receive certificates once Great Britain Wheelchair Rugby has received
confirmation that the candidate has attended the appropriate course, successfully met the
appropriate criteria detailed in this manual and completed the required number of games.
LICENCE & INSURANCE
For insurance purposes, in order to officiate a game of Wheelchair Rugby within Great Britain,
candidates are required to be registered as an official within their GBWR membership.
Competitions refereed must be affiliated to Great Britain Wheelchair Rugby for the insurance to
be valid.
Active referees who officiate in a competitive match should keep a log of their games as proof of
their experience. This will assist their application when aspiring to a higher level.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES (Page 1 of 2)
UNIT 1: GAME ADMINISTRATION
A GBWR Level 2 referee should demonstrate a good understanding of the administrative duties
before, during and after the game.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 2 Referee
Award will:
1.4 Be able to carry out the administrative duties leading up to the scheduled start.
1.5 Be able to carry out the administrative duties during the running of the game.
1.6 Ensure that the administrative duties after the game are carried out correctly.
UNIT 2: MECHANICS
UNIT 2: MECHANICS
A GBWR Level 2 referee should demonstrate a good understanding of the correct positions and
court coverage for officiating mechanics.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 2 Referee
Award will:
2.4 Have a good understanding and knowledge of the lead and trail responsibilities
and positions.
2.5 Use the whistle effectively when necessary.
2.6 Use the appropriate International Wheelchair Rugby Federation (IWRF)
officiating signals.
2.7 Understand the procedures in order for the game to be conducted efficiently and
correctly.
VIOLATIONS
UNIT 3: VIOLATIONS
A GBWR Level 2 referee should demonstrate a good understanding of the rules surrounding all
violations and be able to penalise accordingly.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 2 Referee
Award will:
3.4 Know and be able to recognise and penalise accordingly all violations relating to

out of bounds and the ball returning to the back court.
3.5 Know and apply the rules regarding timing restrictions.
3.6 Be able to recognise and penalise accordingly all other violations.

UNIT 4: CONTACT / FOULS
A GBWR Level 2 referee should have a good knowledge of contact and foul situations and the
application of the appropriate rules.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 2 Referee
Award will:
4.1 Be able to identify what type of contact has occurred.
4.2 Know what contact constitutes a foul.
4.3 Know what constitutes an unsportsmanlike or disqualifying foul.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES (Page 2 of 2)
UNIT 5: INFRACTIONS, PENALTIES AND SPECIAL SITUATIONS
A GBWR Level 2 referee should demonstrate an understanding of special situations and
understand the rules, procedures and penalties outside of normal play.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 2 Referee
Award will:
5.3 Know the rules concerning:
5.3.1 Ball alive, ball dead and team control
5.3.2 Player penalties
5.3.3 Correctable errors
5.3.4 When time-outs are permitted
5.3.5 Substitution opportunities
5.4 Know and implement appropriately the rules concerning technical fouls.
5.5 Understand the rules and procedures concerning players with equipment failure.
UNIT 6: COMMUNICATION AND MAN MANAGEMENT
A GBWR Level 2 referee should be able to officiate and manage a wheelchair rugby match using
inter personal skills ensuring the game is played amicably.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 2 Referee
Award will:
6.1 Be capable of verbally expressing what decisions have been made to players,
coaches and table officials.
6.2 Communicate confidently to legitimate coach or player requests.
6.3 Know of strategies to deal with conflict situations.
UNIT 7: OFFICIATING IN GENERAL
A GBWR Level 2 Referee should demonstrate a good working knowledge of how the wheelchair
rugby game is played, coaching strategies and roles of all participants involved.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 2 Referee
Award will develop an understanding of the game and roles of the participants, including being
able to know:
7.1 The capabilities of high point classification players and low point classification
players.
7.2 Tactics and set plays to attack and defend the key area.
7.3 The general role and location of players on the court.
END OF CRITERIA & LEARNING OUTCOMES
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GREAT BRITAIN
WHEELCHAIR RUGBY
REFEREE LEVEL 2 AWARD
RECORD OF GAME ASSESSMENT
A candidate who wishes to progress to the LEVEL 2 – NATIONAL REFEREE award is required to
referee 3 regulatory games of Wheelchair Rugby at a GBWR event.
You are required to obtain the signatures of your co-officials who should be qualified at Level 3
or above and is a member of Great Britain Wheelchair Rugby. The co-official for these games
should be made aware that an assessment is required from them before the start of the game.
A game that is graded “Unsatisfactory” will result in failure of this practical assessment.
Having satisfactorily completed the 3 games, the candidate should forward this Record Sheet
to the Head of Officiating for processing.
Candidate’s Name:
Address:
D.o.B.
Email Address:

Post Code:
Tel (M):

Tel (H):

Assessor (Co-official / Observer):
Signature:
GBWR Competition:
Team A:
Vs. Team B:
Comments:
Game 1

Assessment Grading:

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Level:
Date:

Good

Assessor (Co-official / Observer):
Signature:
GBWR Competition:
Team A:
Vs. Team B:
Comments:
Game 2

Assessment Grading:

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Level:
Date:

Good

Assessor (Co-official / Observer):
Signature:
GBWR Competition:
Team A:
Vs. Team B:
Comments:
Game 3

Assessment Grading:

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Very Good

Very Good

Level:
Date:

Good

Very Good

Please complete and return this form to Brian Ward – GBWR Head of Officiating.
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OFFICIATING - REFEREE
GBWR LEVEL 3 AWARD
“Advanced Referee”
CRITERIA (Page 1 of 2)
This award is for experienced referees who show commitment to GBWR officiating and are
working towards achieving their Level 4 – International Wheelchair Rugby Federation (IWRF)
European Zone certification award.
A GBWR Level 3 referee is qualified to officiate at higher GBWR division level competitions, events
and matches. Consideration will be given to candidates wishing to attend the Bernd Best
Tournament officiating up to Professional League level or other competitions at a similar level.
The candidate will need to be able to communicate visually as well as verbally and have a good
working knowledge of the English language.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Level 3 applicants must have been qualified as a GBWR Level 2 Referee for at least two
years/seasons and can prove that they have gained the appropriate knowledge and experience in
this time.
The candidate must be able to complete the IWRF Zone certification fitness test.
COURSE CONTENTS
The Level 3 applicant is required to attend a “GBWR Level 3 – Advanced Referee Course” where
they will be able to sit the theory assessment.
ASSESSMENT
The Level 3 applicant is required to achieve at least 70% in a 1 hour theory examination paper in
order to prove that they have acquired the theoretical knowledge surrounding the sport.
Candidates who successfully complete the exam paper are required to pass the IWRF fitness test
in addition to 3 regulation games at Division 1 level, under the observation of a Level 4 referee or
higher, or the GBWR Head of Officiating, within 12 months of becoming a candidate.
A record of the completed games is to be maintained on the “Level 3 - Record of Game
Assessment” form. This form contains details of the match and would require the signature of the
observer with additional comments. This form should be submitted to the Head of Officiating to
be verified and approved.
In the event that a candidate fails the theory examination then they are entitled to re-sit a second
paper. If a candidate fails both papers then they have failed the course and can only retake the
assessment after 12 months of further experience.
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CRITERIA (Page 1 of 2)
CERTIFICATION
ON

GBWR members will receive certificates once Great Britain Wheelchair Rugby has received
confirmation that the candidate has successfully completed the GBWR Referee theory test paper,
passed the GBWR Level 3 practical assessment during the required number of games, whilst
meeting the criteria detailed in this manual.
LICENCE & INSURANCE
For insurance purposes, in order to officiate a game of Wheelchair Rugby within Great Britain,
candidates are required to be registered as an official within their GBWR membership.
Competitions refereed must be affiliated to Great Britain Wheelchair Rugby for the insurance to
be valid.
Active referees who officiate in a competitive match should keep a log of their games as proof of
their experience. This will assist their application when aspiring to a higher level.
ADDITIONAL NOTES
Once an official has achieved a GBWR Level 3 Award they are expected to maintain the standards
set out in this booklet.
This level of award is valid for 2 years after which officials are required to be re-assessed in order
to prove that they:
-

Have maintained the GBWR criteria
Are suitably fit and able to perform their duty
Up to date with developments in the sport
Committed to GBWR officiating and the sport of Wheelchair Rugby

If an official is unable to satisfy the GBWR criteria during the period of qualification, then their
grade will revert to the Level 2 award. This will not affect their attempts at regaining the
qualification at another time.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES (Page 1 of 3)
UNIT 1: GAME ADMINISTRATION
A GBWR Level 3 referee should be capable of ensuring that the Wheelchair Rugby game is
administered within the spirit and intent of the rules.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 3 Referee
Award will:
1.1. As Referee 1, efficiently carry out the required administrative duties 20 minutes
prior and leading up to the scheduled start.
1.2. As Referee 2, assist with administrative duties 20 minutes prior and leading up to
the scheduled start.
1.3. As Referee 1, ensure that the administration is managed during the running of
the game.
1.4. As Referee 2, assist with ensuring that the administration is managed during the
running of the game.
1.5. As Referee 1, ensure that the administrative duties after the game are carried out
and managed efficiently.
1.6. As Referee 2, assist with ensuring that the administrative duties after the game
are carried out and managed efficiently.
UNIT 2: MECHANICS
A GBWR Level 3 referee should demonstrate a clear understanding and working knowledge of
the positions and court coverage for effective mechanics.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 3 Referee
Award will:
2.1 Have a clear understanding and good working knowledge of primary and
secondary responsibilities of the lead and trail positions.
2.2 Have a clear understanding of ‘Reverse Mechanics’ and the knowledge of when
they should be applied.
2.3 Use the whistle effectively and when necessary considering ‘Whistle Tone’.
2.4 Clearly display the appropriate International Wheelchair Rugby Federation
(IWRF) officiating signals at all times.
2.5 Carry out specific tasks and procedures in order for the game to be conducted
efficiently and correctly.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES (Page 2 of 3)
UNIT 3: VIOLATIONS
A GBWR Level 3 referee should demonstrate a clear understanding of the rules surrounding all
violations and be able to adjudicate accurately on any breach of these rules.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 3 Referee
Award will:
3.1 Penalise accordingly all violations relating to out of bounds and the ball returning

to the back court.
3.2 Penalise accordingly all timing violations.
3.3 Be able to accurately judge and penalise all violations accordingly, deciding

whether it requires a call considering the philosophy of advantage/disadvantage.
UNIT 4: CONTACT / FOULS
A GBWR Level 3 referee should demonstrate a clear working knowledge and understanding of
contact situations and the application of the rules to determine whether a call is necessary.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 3 Referee
Award will:
4.1 Be capable of identifying and judging what type of contact has occurred between

players and decide if it requires a call, based on the philosophies of
advantage/disadvantage.
4.2 Penalise accordingly an unsportsmanlike or disqualifying foul.
UNIT 5: INFRACTIONS, PENALTIES AND SPECIAL SITUATIONS
A GBWR Level 3 referee should demonstrate a good working knowledge and understanding of
special situations, the rules, procedures and penalties, outside of normal play.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 3 Referee
Award will:
5.6 Know, understand and appropriately enforce the rules and procedures
concerning:
5.6.1 Ball alive, ball dead and team control
5.6.2 Player penalties
5.6.3 Correctable errors
5.6.4 When time-outs are permitted
5.6.5 Substitution opportunities
5.6.6 Technical fouls
5.6.7 Unsportsmanlike and disqualifying fouls
5.6.8 Coach protests
5.7 Be capable of making decisions relating to situations that have occurred but are
not specifically covered by the rules or incidents that occur outside of normal
play.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES (Page 3 of 3)
UNIT 6: COMMUNICATION AND MAN-MANAGEMENT
A GBWR Level 3 referee should competently officiate and manage a game of wheelchair rugby
to a good standard using inter personal skills ensuring the game is played amicably, knowing
how to apply preventative officiating techniques when necessary.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 3 Referee
Award will:
6.4 Be capable of visually and verbally expressing what decisions have been made to
players, coaches and table officials.
6.5 Communicate confidently to legitimate coach or player requests, using the
philosophy of preventative refereeing.
6.6 Understand and anticipate situations when preventative officiating can be used.
UNIT 7: OFFICIATING IN GENERAL
A GBWR Level 3 referee should demonstrate a clear working knowledge of how the wheelchair
rugby game is played, coaching strategies and roles of all participants involved.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby referee who gains a GBWR Level 3 Referee
Award will have developed a greater understanding of the game and roles of the participants,
demonstrating an application of such knowledge through their officiating, including being able to
know and understand:
7.1 The capabilities of high point classification players, mid-point classification
players and low point classification players.
7.2 Advanced tactics for set plays to attack and defend the key area.
7.3 Penalty goal tactics.
7.4 The rules surrounding chair legality and the use of the chair checking tool.
UNIT 8: ADDITIONAL
A GBWR Level 3 referee should show commitment to officiating and to the sport.
At the completion of this unit the wheelchair rugby table official who gains a GBWR Level 3
Referee Award will demonstrate commitment to officiating and to the sport by:
8.1 Attending GBWR events.
8.2 Maintaining the qualification.
END OF CRITERIA & LEARNING OUTCOMES
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GREAT BRITAIN
WHEELCHAIR RUGBY
REFEREE LEVEL 3 AWARD
RECORD OF GAME ASSESSMENT
A candidate who wishes to progress to the LEVEL 3 – ADVANCED REFEREE award is required to
referee 3 regulatory games of Wheelchair Rugby at a GBWR Division 1 level event.
You are required to obtain the signatures of your co-officials who should be qualified at Level 4
or above and is a member of Great Britain Wheelchair Rugby. The co-official for these games
should be made aware that an assessment is required from them before the start of the game.
A game that is graded “Satisfactory” or below will result in failure of this practical assessment.
Having satisfactorily completed the 3 games, the candidate should forward this Record Sheet
to the Head of Officiating for processing.
Candidate’s Name:
Address:
D.o.B.
Email Address:

Post Code:
Tel (M):

Tel (H):

Assessor (Co-official / Observer):
Signature:
GBWR Competition:
Team A:
Vs. Team B:
Comments:
Game 1

Assessment Grading:

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Level:
Date:

Good

Assessor (Co-official / Observer):
Signature:
GBWR Competition:
Team A:
Vs. Team B:
Comments:
Game 2

Assessment Grading:

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Level:
Date:

Good

Assessor (Co-official / Observer):
Signature:
GBWR Competition:
Team A:
Vs. Team B:
Comments:
Game 3

Assessment Grading:

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Very Good

Very Good

Level:
Date:

Good

Very Good

Please complete and return this form to Brian Ward – GBWR Head of Officiating.
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USEFUL LINKS

www.iwrf.com

www.gbwr.org.uk
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FURTHER INFORMATION

If you are interested in becoming a GBWR Referee, for more information see table:
“Great Britain Wheelchair Rugby Refereeing Awards”
or contact the GBWR Head of Officiating at:
brian.ward@gbwr.org.uk

Brian Ward
Great Britain Wheelchair Rugby
Head of Officiating
Email: brian.ward@gbwr.org.uk
Mobile: +44 (0) 7990 882 190
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